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TECHNICAL DATA
Siste Sang 
microbrewery, Oslo 
(Norway)
Period of construction: 
2016-2017
Year of the intervention: 
2017
Intervention by Mapei: 
supplying products to 
prepare substrates and 

laying resin floors 
Client: Siste Sang AS
Main contractor: 
Kreativt Bygg
Flooring contractor: 
Norsk Epoxy AS
Mapei coordinators: 
Eirik Nilseng and Tore 
Karlsen, Mapei AS 
(Norway)

MApEI pRoDuCTs
Laying resin floors: Mapefloor 
Finish 415, Mapefloor Finish 
58 W, Mapefloor PU 460 N*, 
Mapefloor PU SL S*, Mapefloor 
CPU/HD

*These products are 
manufactured and distributed 
on the Norwegian market by 
Mapei AS.

SiSte Sang 
miCrobrewery
oslo, norway 

The Siste Sang Microbrewery was 
opened recently in Oslo and offers cli-
ents a combination of a microbrewery, 
an off-licence and a pub. 
When building the floors, a 3 mm thick 
coat of MAPEFLOOR PU SL S was ap-
plied. This system, which is distributed 
in Norway by Mapei AS, offers good re-
sistance to wear, oil and grease as well 
as to frequent cleaning with chemical 
detergents. It has a non-slip finish and 
is waterproof, flexible and resistant to 
impact loads and thermal shock. 
The final protective coat was provided 
by MAPEFLOOR FINISH 415, a two-
component, flexible, aromatic polyu-
rethane finish with good resistance to 
wear. This coating system was also 
used to cover the walls up to a height 

of one metre above floor level to make 
them waterproof and easy to sterilise.
For the area where the beer barrels 
are washed, the floor was coated with 
ochre coloured MAPEFLOOR CPU/
HD three-component polyurethane/
cement-based mortar with high resist-
ance to chemicals, high temperatures 
and thermal shock, complying with 
standards applied in the foodstuffs 
sector. MAPEFLOOR PU 460 N, a col-
oured, elastic polyurethane resin prod-
uct distributed in Norway by Mapei AS, 
was used for the floor in the pub and 
off-licence. 48 hours after being ap-
plied, the floor surface was then treated 
with two coats of MAPEFLOOR FINISH 
58 W two-component, polyurethane 
protective finish resistant to UV rays.


